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DISCLAIMER
This presentation material contains forward-looking statements and forward-looking information within the meaning of the applicable Canadian securities laws. The opinions, forecasts, projections, statements of
resource potential or other statements about future events of results, are forward looking information, forward-looking statements or financial outlooks (collectively, "forward-looking statements") under the
meaning of applicable securities laws, including Canadian Securities Administrators' National Instrument 51-102 Continuous Disclosure. These statements are made as of the date of this presentation and the fact
that this presentation remains available does not constitute a representation by Allied Copper Corp. (“CPR” or the “Company”), or its subsidiary, Volt Lithium Corp. (“Volt”) that CPR believes these forward-looking
statements continue to be true as of any subsequent date. Although CPR believes that the assumptions underlying, and expectations reflected in, these forward-looking statements are reasonable, it can give no
assurance that these assumptions and expectations will prove to be correct. Such statements include, but are not limited to, statements about future projected or target production, future expected product
prices, future financial and operating results, the plans, objectives, expectations and intentions of the company regarding production, exploration, drilling and development, future environmental legislation, and
the future development of the Company’s business. Among the important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those indicated by such forward-looking statements are: Volt’s operations
are expected to be in Western Canada and unexpected problems can arise due to technical difficulties and operational difficulties which impact the production, transport or sale of its products; geographic and
weather conditions can impact the production, transport or sale of its products; the risk that current global economic and credit conditions may impact commodity prices and consumption more than Volt
currently predicts; the risk that unexpected delays and difficulties in developing currently owned properties may occur; the failure of drilling to result in commercial projects; unexpected delays due to the limited
availability of drilling equipment and personnel; and the risk factors detailed from time to time in Volt’s periodic reports. Volt’s forward-looking statements are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary
statement.

Except as required by law, Volt disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, events or otherwise. Reader are cautioned not to put undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements.

CONFIDENTIALITY

This presentation is strictly confidential and shall not be copied, published, distributed or transmitted. This presentation is not an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and nothing contained
herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. This presentation is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, or advertisement or a public offering of securities.
Certain information contained in this presentation has been prepared by or derived from third party sources. This presentation has not been independently verified and the information contained within may be
subject to updating, revision, verification and further amendment. While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, except as otherwise provided for herein, none of Volt or its subsidiaries,
or their respective directors, officers, shareholders, agents, employees, advisors or agents, give, has given or has authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the
accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers and
liability therefore is expressly disclaimed.

THIS PRESENTATION AND ITS CONTENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND HAVE BEEN MADE AVAILABLE STRICTLY FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES REGARDING VOLT AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES.

RISK FACTORS

An investment in Volt involves a high degree of risk and only investors who can reasonably afford a loss of their entire investment should consider purchasing securities in Volt. Investors must have the financial
ability and willing to accept the high risks and lack of liquidity inherent in investments that will not be transferable except in vary limited circumstances. Securities will be offered only to investors who Volt believes
have the qualifications to permit the securities to be offered and sold to them on a private placement basis in reliance upon prospectus exemptions under applicable securities legislation in the relevant
jurisdiction. Investors will be required to complete and execute a subscription agreement containing certain representations and warranties in order to ensure compliance with the provisions of such exemptions.
Volt reserves the right in its sole discretion to reject any subscription in whole or in part. There is no public market for the release of the securities and such securities will be subject to restrictions under legislation
that will vary depending upon the relevant jurisdiction. This presentation does not take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumstances of any specific party who may receive it. Each
party who reviews this presentation must make its own independent assessment of Volt after making such investigations and each prospective investor is strongly urged to consult with its own advisors with
respect to legal, tax, regulatory, financial and accounting matters, including the merits and the risks involved of any investment in Volt.
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CPR – CORPORATE OVERVIEW

Allied Copper (“CPR”) is a growth-oriented, battery-metals 
focused exploration company (TSXV: CPR)

Strategy to acquire and develop low-cost and potentially 
high-growth battery metals assets in ESG-friendly 
jurisdictions, such as copper and lithium, that represent 
key inputs needed to support the global energy transition. 

Developing battery metals for a greener tomorrow

HIGHLIGHTS

▪ Tier-1 assets in Colorado, Utah and Nevada

▪ 3 Cu projects + 414 total claims

▪ Extensive technical / operational experience 

▪ Supportive demand fundamentals for copper are 
driving prices higher

▪ Exploration completed in 2022 exemplified asset 
potential, follow up work planned in 2023

Volt Lithium (“Volt”), a subsidiary of CPR, is seeking to be 
the first commercial producer in North America to 
develop lithium from oilfield brine

Strategy to leverage hydrocarbon experience and 
infrastructure to extract lithium deposits from existing 
wells, reducing capital costs and lowering risk.

HIGHLIGHTS

▪ Initial Rainbow Lake, Alberta asset represents world-
class resource

▪ Proprietary DLE technology

▪ Strategic partners include oil & gas producer and 
chemicals company with leading laboratory

▪ Clear path to production: pilot project anticipated in 
Q1/23; initial commercial production by end of H1/24
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INTRODUCING VOLT LITHIUM

• Proprietary Direct Lithium Extraction (“DLE”) technology 
provides leading lithium recoveries of 93% with lowest costs

• Robust lithium reservoir with 78 Billion Barrels of lithium 
infused brine with concentrations up to 119 mg/L

• Lithium-infused brine already produced by partner, 
supporting H1 2023 pilot production

• Strategic partnerships include established oil & gas 
producer owning $100MM of infrastructure and a 
chemicals company with lithium extraction expertise

Prism 
Diversified

(1) Source: D.R. Eccles and APEX Geoscience

ALBERTA

Aiming to be North America’s 1st commercial producer of lithium hydroxide 
& lithium carbonates from oilfield brine

= CPR+ TSX-V 

Lithium 
Bank

E3 
Lithium
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HOW VOLT WILL PRODUCE LITHIUM
Four differentiating ‘pillars’ that position Volt for pilot production in H1 2023

Lithium
Production 
Agreement 

2-Staged 
Proprietary 
Extraction

Regulatory 
Advantages

• Agreement with oil 
producer, Cabot Energy

• Cabot produces lithium 
infused brine today – no 
exploration needed

• Management’s O&G 
background is key to 
project development

• Stage 1 = Removes 99% 
of contaminants from 
lithium infused brine

• Stage 2 = DLE process 
extracts 93% of lithium 
from brine

• Results in reduced 
capital costs

• No greenfield project 
approvals needed, a 
critical competitive 
advantage

• Existing infrastructure 
and operations 
streamline Volt’s 
process

Quality 
Lithium 

Reservoir

• Reservoir with 78 B 
barrels of lithium 
infused brine

• Highest lithium 
concentration tests in 
the basin = 119 mg/L

• Veritable ‘ocean’ of 
brine provides long-
term production
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Production 
Agreement PRODUCTION AGREEMENT

• Agreement signed with Alberta-based oil and gas producer, Cabot Energy

• Provides access to three multi-well batteries with significant lithium infused brine 
production capacity from operating wells

• Results in reduced capital expenditures by leveraging existing equipment and current oil 
production to access lithium-infused brine; no exploration needed

• Provides access to road and rail transportation for export upon commercialization

Strategic infrastructure agreement expedites commercialization
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Production 
Agreement WORLD-CLASS LITHIUM LAND BASE

Alberta’s expansive lithium deposits are Volt’s initial target

• Area with significant existing production 
infrastructure and wells

• Volt to determine optimal lithium concentrations 
across land base to maximize revenue

Rainbow Lake Property

~435,000 acres of land

>1,300 producing wells

119 mg/L Li concentrations

78 B barrels of Li infused brine
Tested at some of the highest lithium 

concentrations in the basin at up to 119 mg/L

VOLT LANDS

HIGHWAY

ALBERTA, CANADA

16 Km / 10 Mi

119 mg/L

79.1 mg/L

91.3 mg/L

91.0 mg/L



Quality 
Lithium 

Reservoir
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IDEAL GEOLOGY
Significant water volumes, deliverability & test results as high as 119 mg/L

• Lithium tests range from 29 to 120 mg/L

• Commissioned volumetrics report 
indicates significant lithium infused 
brine in Sulphur Point, Muskeg, Keg 
River & Lower Keg River

• Plans to conduct additional Keg River & 
Muskeg sampling on Cabot lands, 
focusing on deep tests, temperatures, 
and faulting

78.0 B Barrels of Li infused brine in reservoir

119 mg/L Li concentrations (up to)

Formation

Pore 
Volume
(e6rm3)

Water-In-
Place

(e6rm3)

Water-In-
Place

(B bbls)
% of 

Total
Sulpher Point 1,503 1,307 8.2 10.5

Muskeg 4,446 3,120 19.6 25.1
Keg River 6,848 6,043 38.0 48.7

Lower Keg River 2,233 1,938 12.2 15.6

Total 15,030 12,407 78.0 100
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STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY PARTNERSHIPS
Strategic relationship with Sterling Chemicals Ltd. & associated lab, 
Camber Technology Corp (“CTC”)

• CTC lab allows for testing of proprietary DLE process to modify 
and continuously improve

• Leverages Sterling Chemicals’ supply chain for access to 
substances required in Volt’s operations

• Lab based in the University of Alberta’s Nanotechnology 
Research Centre

• One of world’s largest nanotech facilities (2.2 MM sq. ft)

• Established 2001 in partnership with the National Resource Council 
of Canada, University of Alberta and Government of Alberta

• Core funding from Canadian Government
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2-Staged 
Proprietary 
Extraction PROPRIETARY DLE TECHNOLOGY

Focus on allowing the highest lithium recoveries with lowest costs

Step One
Brine Treatment

Proven system that eliminates 
up to 99% of contaminants 

from oilfield brines

Step Two
Proprietary DLE Technology

Proprietary IES-200 technology 
recovers up to 93% of lithium from 

oilfield brines
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SUPPORTIVE LITHIUM MARKET
Demand shows no signs of slowing, while confirmed lithium supply is flat

• Demand for lithium is rising as 
electric vehicles and renewable 
energy continue to gain ground

• Market faces insufficient lithium 
supply to meet demand for 
expanding EV revolution

• The most critical inputs in race to 
electrify the globe are lithium, 
copper and graphite 

Lithium Demand vs. Supply
(2015-2030)

1Source: IEA

Increase in demand for lithium 
forecast by 2030 due to EV growth1

40x>

https://www.iea.org/reports/the-role-of-critical-minerals-in-clean-energy-transitions/executive-summary
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COMPELLING ECONOMICS
Each stage of targeted production ramp provides significant value accretion 

Source: TradingView

$72,000
USD

$57,000
USD

$43,000
USD

$29,000
USD

$14,000
USD

Lithium 5-Year Price Chart• Plan to sell high value battery grade 
Lithium Hydroxide or Lithium 
Carbonate

• Pilot project to commence in Q1 2023 

• Stage 1 commercial production 
targeting delivery of up to 1,000 
tonnes per year (“tpa”) of lithium

• Stage 2 commercial production 
targeting delivery of up to 7,500 tpa
of lithium 

• Full-scale operations targeting 
~20,000 tpa of lithium

Lithium recently commanded 
>$70,000 US per tonne



Regulatory 
Advantages
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REGULATORY VISIBILITY

Background

• Alberta Government is expanding the Alberta Energy Regulator’s (AER) mandate to 
include regulation of critical and rare earth mineral types, including lithium

• Mineral resource development, including lithium, is central to Alberta’s energy 
diversification plan

Volt AER Discussions

• AER is encouraged by Volt’s proposal given use of existing infrastructure, which minimizes 
environmental impacts and leverages existing regulatory frameworks

• Because Volt will be co-producing with Cabot on an oil & gas lease, the AER will follow 
existing regulations for oil & gas production in pilot plant operations

• Upon starting commercial co-production with Cabot, Volt will follow AER’s established 
regulatory structure

Regulator initially to follow existing rules governing oil & gas
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MILESTONES TO SUCCESS
Proving our theory of how we will produce lithium commercially, adding 
shareholder value at each step

2022 2023

ACTIVITY Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Equipment Sourcing

Commence Workover Program 

Bench Test DLE Process

DLE Technology Audit

43-101 Resource Report

Pilot Plant Operations

Analyze Pilot Results

Preliminary Economic Assessment

Scale Equipment Based on Pilot Results

Prepare for Commercial Operations

Increase Resource & Identify Optimal Wells

H1 2023 Target for Pilot Lithium Production
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INDUSTRY COMPARABLES
A clear growth stage advantage supported by strong Li concentrations

1 Canadian Dollars, as at January 18, 2023
2 Based on the following sources:  LithiumBank, E3 Lithium, Standard Lithium, Lake Resources
3 PEA =  Preliminary Economic Assessment 

COMPANY SYMBOL MARKET CAP1 LOCATION
HIGHEST Li 

CONCENTRATION2 STAGE

TSX-V: CPR
OTC: CPRRF $8.74 M AB, Canada 119 mg/L Bench-Scale 

Testing

TSX-V: LBNK
OTC: LBNKF $46.47 M AB, Canada 72 mg/L Pre-PEA3

TSX-V: ETL
OTC: EEMMF $123.93 M AB & SK, Canada 75 mg/L Post-PEA3

NYSE: SLI $777.80 M Arkansas, USA 150-500 mg/L Post-PEA3

ASX: LKE.AX
OTC: LLKKF $1.16 B Argentina 211 mg/L Post-PFS3

https://www.lithiumbank.ca/images/pdf/Presentation/2023/LBNK_010423.pdf
https://e3lithium.ca/_resources/presentations/corporate-presentation.pdf?v=0.254
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_ccbac601fb56590477e60e427dbaaf81/standardlithium/db/314/1938/pdf/PI+Financial+Future+Is+Lithium+Event+November+2022.Final.pdf
https://lakeresources.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/lke_investor-presentation_26-apr-22.pdf
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COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
CPR’s ESG focus underpins all corners of the business

Environmental

• Providing key inputs to support the world’s clean energy transition

• Volt features reduced surface impact by leveraging existing infrastructure and wells

• No need to source freshwater or use harsh chemicals to treat produced water in 
lithium production

• Ability to reuse absorbent, which has demonstrated a long-life with high ultimate 
lithium recoveries for the Keg River brine

Social

• Partnership with an oil and gas producer affords ability to leverage existing 
community engagement, Indigenous relations and employee training program 

Governance

• Ongoing implementation of strong governance policies and mandates, creating 
best-practice corporate and ESG accountability
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DIVERSE BOARD & ADVISORY
Varied corporate experience leading high-growth organizations

Warner Uhl
Executive Chairman

30+ years experience as a senior mining and 
engineering professional building and 
operating mines globally, with recent 
experience leading major projects with 
Procon, KGHM, Iamgold, and Leighton 
Contractors

Marty Scase
Director

25+ years of experience in resource and land 
management with Camber Resource 
Services, Cabot Energy, and Grail 
Hydrocarbon Canada Ltd. Holds a Bachelor of 
Commerce in Petroleum Land Management.

Alex Wylie
President & Director

Proven track record of founding and building 
successful high-growth resource-based 
businesses, bringing significant experience 
and relationships in the sector. 

Kyle Hookey 
CEO & Director

10+ years experience in capital markets and 
leadership, with previous experience at 
Goldman Sachs, JBWere and Euroz
Securities. Mr. Hookey is a Member of the 
CFA Institute.

John McEwen
Advisory Board Member

30+ years of industry experience in technical 
services and research and development. 
Since 2012, has been Director, Technical 
Services, for Sterling Chemicals. Holds a Ph.D
in Chemistry, University of Toronto.

General Andrew Leslie
Director

Lt. General (ret’d) Honourable Andrew Leslie 
was a high-ranking Canadian Armed Forces 
Commander whose extensive US/Canada 
cross border relations experience will be a 
tremendous asset. With a diverse leadership 
background across military, business and 
government, he brings high integrity and 
strong corporate governance capabilities.
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CAPITALIZATION TABLE

Instrument As at January 1, 2023

Common shares 79,455,752

Stock options 7,200,000

Warrants 18,770,344

Volt / Allied Copper 



CONTACT US

Alex Wylie, President & Director
awylie@voltlithium.com
1 (403) 830-5811

Kyle Hookey, CEO & Director
khookey@cronincapital.ca
+61 431 920 389

TSX-V: CPR |  OTCQB: CPRRF

A Subsidiary of

www.alliedcoppercorp.com

C O M M E R C I A L L Y  
P R O D U C E D  L I T H I U M

BACKED BY SCIENCE

mailto:awylie@voltlithium.com
mailto:khookey@cronincapital.ca
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APPENDIX
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CPR – COPPER ASSETS
Multi-year growth profile with long runway of development opportunities

• Acquiring and developing long-life, scalable copper assets
situated in the Western US

• Silver King, Nevada (2,560 ha)

• Stateline, Utah (874 ha)

• Klondike, Colorado (148 ha)

• Acquired Volt Lithium in November 2022 to create a high-
growth, battery metals focused company with near-term lithium 
production capabilities (~12 months)

• First modern drilling results at Klondike announced Nov 29/22
• Long intersections of alteration with 42 m of anomalous copper mineralization 

in halo surrounding fault intersection of 4.26% copper over 1.06 m

• Management interprets results to indicate strong potential for copper mineralization 
on main strand of West Graben Fault
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CPR – KLONDIKE PROPERTY
Exploring in the Paradox Copper Belt in Colorado

HIGHLIGHTS

▪ 25km south of Naturita, Colorado

▪ Paradox Copper Belt

▪ 76 unpatented lode claims 

▪ Exclusive right to State Lease

▪ 843 hectares

▪ Historical grades: 6.3% Cu, 23.3 g/t Ag

▪ Exceptional access to infrastructure & 
skilled labour
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CPR – SILVER KING PROPERTY
Exploring in the southern extents of the Battle Mountain – Eureka trends

HIGHLIGHTS

▪ 41 miles NW of Pioche, NV

▪ Paradox Copper Belt

▪ 316 unpatented lode claims 

▪ 2,560 hectares

▪ Historical grades: 

▪ US HWY 93 easily accessible via gravel roads
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CPR – STATELINE PROPERTY
Exploring in the Lisbon Mining Complex in Colorado

HIGHLIGHTS

▪ 30km SW of Naturita, Colorado

▪ 10km SE of the Lisbon Valley Mining 
Complex

▪ Lower Lisbon Valley

▪ 22 unpatented lode claims 

▪ 148 hectares

▪ Historical grades: 1.6% Cu; 1.7 g/t Ag 

▪ 41 miles NW of Pioche, NV

▪ US HWY 93 easily accessible via gravel 
roads
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